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Abstract. The small scale dynamics of a weakly turbulent
oceanic gravity current is determined. The gravity current
considered is initially at rest and adjusts by performing iner-
tial oscillations to a geostrophic mean ﬂow. The dynamics is
explored with a hierarchy of mathematical models. The most
involved are the fully 3-D Navier-Stokes equations subject to
the Boussinesq approximation. A 1-D and 0-D mathematical
model of the same gravity current dynamics are systemati-
cally derived. Using this hierarchy and the numerical solu-
tions of the mathematical models, the turbulent dynamics at
the bottom and the interface is explored and their interaction
investigated. Three different regimes of the small scale dy-
namics of the gravity current are identiﬁed, they are charac-
terised by laminar ﬂow, coherent roll vortices and turbulent
dynamics with coherent streaks and bursts.
The problem of the rectiﬁcation of the turbulent ﬂuxes,
that is, how to average out the ﬂuctuations and calculate their
average inﬂuence on the ﬂow, is considered. It is shown that
two different regimes of friction are superposed, an Ekman
friction applies to the average geostrophic ﬂow and a linear
friction, notinﬂuencedbyrotation, totheinertialoscillations.
The combination of the two makes the bulk friction non-local
in time for the 0-D model.
The implications of the results for parametrisations of the
Ekman dynamics and the small scale turbulent ﬂuxes in the
planetary boundary layer are discussed.
1 Introduction
Oceanic gravity currents show a variability over a wide range
of scales in space and time. To leading order they are gov-
erned by geostrophic equilibrium, that is a balance between
the buoyancy and Coriolis force (Grifﬁths, 1986; Coleman et
al., 1990; Price and Baringer, 1994; Killworth, 2001; Wahlin
andWalin, 2001; Wirth, 2009). Agravitycurrentinthisequi-
librium follows the lines of constant depth and does not de-
scend. This equilibrium is perturbed by principally two pro-
cesses: (i)atthemeso-scalebyitsinstabilityleadingtowave-
like disturbances and eddies; (ii) at even smaller scales the
ﬂow is three dimensional and turbulent, which leads to tur-
bulent ﬂuxes of mass and momentum. The quasi 2-D meso-
scale dynamics is assumed to be well represented in today’s
high-resolution hydrostatic numerical models of the ocean
dynamics and it is not investigated here. The appearence of
meso-scale instability and variability is hindered by the ho-
mogeneous initial conditions in the direction parallel to the
ocean ﬂoor and it is excluded in the numerical integrations
by the small size of the domaine of integration. The sub-
ject of the paper is the second point the small scale turbulent
dynamics which is fully 3-D, non-hydrostatic and involves
scales smaller than a metre in all spatial directions. The in-
ﬂuence of this small scale turbulent dynamics on the large
scale has to be parametrised in today’s and tomorrow’s nu-
merical models of the ocean dynamics, as they do not and
will not explicitly resolve it. The small scale turbulent dy-
namics and its inﬂuence on the large scale dynamics is the
subject of the present work. It is important to realise, that the
small scale turbulence in gravity currents acts directly on the
large-scale dynamics of the gravity current as it governs the
friction, mixing and entrainment processes.
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There is a substantial number of publications on the dy-
namics of gravity currents considering observations, labora-
tory experiments, analytical models and calculations and nu-
mericalsimulationsbasedonhydrostaticandnon-hydrostatic
mathematical models. For a comprehensive review on
oceanic gravity currents I refer the reader to Grifﬁths (1986)
and Price and Baringer (1994), concerning turbulent ﬂuxes
I direct the reader to the recent and comprehensive review
by Legg et al. (2009) and the references therein. For numeri-
cal studies of turbulent ﬂuxes in non-rotating gravity currents
please see ¨ Ozg¨ okmen et al., 2006. The adjustment process of
a gravity current to a topographic slope by performing iner-
tial oscillations has been studied by Nof (1996) in the con-
text of an oceanic turbidity current. When an oceanic grav-
ity current moves along a topographic slope it does so at an
average speed that is close to the geostrophic equilibrium.
When the topographic slope changes the gravity current ad-
justs to the new slope by performing inertial oscillations, this
is the nature of geostrophic adjustment known since the work
of Rossby (1936). The process of inertial oscillations, the
so-called fast dynamics, is often neglected although it is a
dominant signal in the energy spectrum of the world oceans
(Ferrari and Wunsch, 2009). To my understanding this ne-
glect has principally two reasons: ﬁrst, a substantial body of
theoretical and numerical research were and are performed
using quasi-geostrophic models, where inertial dynamics is
ﬁltered out by the mathematical model, ahead of the numeri-
cal integration. Second, in numerical studies based on prim-
itive equation models snapshots are printed over time inter-
vals substantially exceeding the inertial period, or even pre-
senting mean quantities over time-intervals spanning many
inertial periods. In such a way inertial dynamics present in
the calculations is ﬁltered out following the numerical inte-
gration.
A turbulent Ekman layer forms at the bottom of a grav-
ity current. The turbulent Ekman layer below a stationary
geostrophic ﬂow has been studied numerically starting from
the pioneering work of Coleman et al., 1990 and Coleman,
1999. In their work the data were averaged over several in-
ertial periods to average out the inertial oscillations which
were present even in their case, with a ﬂow that was initially
adjusted. Inertial oscillations of oceanic gravity currents are
also discussed in detail by Wang et al. (2003) using a 1-D
2-layer model. The here presented gravity current is initially
at rest and adjusts to the sloping bottom by performing in-
ertial oscillations. These oscillations, which are damped by
friction, are also initiated each time a gravity current adjusts
to a changing topographic slope or roughness and are thus
likely to be a recurrent feature of oceanic gravity currents. If
the dynamics is described by linear equations, these oscilla-
tions average out and leave no imprint on the slow dynamics
(averaged over one or several inertial period). When non-
linearity becomes important these oscillations will inﬂuence
the slow dynamics. It is shown here, that inertial oscillations
have a strong inﬂuence on the turbulent ﬂuxes. These turbu-
lent ﬂuxes lead to turbulent transport of mass and momentum
which have to be parameterised in models of the ocean cir-
culation.
The dynamics of the gravity current is investigated with
a hierarchy of mathematical models of three, one and zero
spatial dimensions. The purpose is twofold. First, the com-
parison of the results allows a deeper understanding of the
processes and the evaluation of their impact on the slow dy-
namicsofagravitycurrent. Second, inoceangeneralcircula-
tion models (OGCMs) the gravity current usually spans only
partofagridboxintheverticalanditsnumerical(non-)reso-
lution resembles the 0-D-model. In OGCMs with a very high
vertical resolution at the bottom (see Laanaia et al., 2010) the
dynamics is similar to the 1-D-model.
2 The physical problem considered
In the present work I consider the dynamics of a three di-
mensional gravity current on an inclined plane of constant
slope α in a rotating frame, with a constant Coriolis param-
eter f = 4π/t0, where t0 is the rotation period of the frame.
Please see Fig. 1 for the conﬁguration considered. The ex-
tension of the gravity current in the up slope and along-slope
(along isobaths) direction isassumed to be very large as com-
pared to its thickness.
Major oceanic gravity currents (strait of Gibraltar or the
Denmark strait) extent several hundreds of kilometres in
the along-ﬂow direction, several tenths of kilometres in the
cross-ﬂow direction and are only around 100 metres thick
Price and Baringer (1994). For the dynamics of gravity cur-
rents constrained in wide channels and the effect of channel
geometryonthegravitycurrentIreferthereadertotherecent
work of Umlauf and Arneborg (2009a, b), Cossu et al. (2010)
and Wahlin (2002, 2004). The small scale dynamics of grav-
ity currents considered here is for a gravity current on a ﬂat
inclined plane. Within the gravity current all variables are
assumed to be statistically homogeneous in the directions
parallel to the inclined plane. This means that time aver-
aged quantities depend only on their distance to the ocean
ﬂoor. The initial temperature anomaly of the gravity cur-
rent, with respect to the surrounding water, is T0 = −0.5K
(< 0), H = 100m is the thickness of the gravity current and
h = 20m measures the thickness of the interface between
the gravity current and the surrounding water. This con-
ﬁguration is chosen to study the local dynamics of a turbu-
lent gravity current neglecting the effect of large-scale gra-
dients in the directions parallel to the plane, which are usu-
ally smaller than in the direction perpendicular to the plane.
It has been shown by Wahlin and Walin (2001) and Wirth
(2009) that the dynamics due to the large-scale gradients is
well described by geostrophic balance subject to bottom fric-
tion, when the mesoscale dynamics is suppressed. In the
present work I assume that large-scale gradients in the di-
rections along the plane have a negligible inﬂuence on the
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Fig. 11. Initial condition: A layer of cold (dense) water of thickness H superposed by warmer (less dense) water on an inclined plane of
angle α in a rotating frame with frequency Ω. The interface (blue line) has a thickness h. The temperature anomaly is indicated by the red
line. Please note the tilt by an angle α of the direction of gravity with respect to the z-direction. The gravity vector is in the x−z-plane.
Fig. 1. Initial condition: A layer of cold (dense) water of thickness
H superposed by warmer (less dense) water on an inclined plane of
angle α in a rotating frame with frequency . The interface (blue
line) has a thickness h. The temperature anomaly is indicated by
the red line. Please note the tilt by an angle α of the direction of
gravity with respect to the z-direction. The gravity vector is in the
x-z-plane.
local turbulent dynamics. The local turbulent dynamics gov-
ern, however, the large scale dynamics as it determines the
friction laws and parameters and the dilution of the gravity
current water (see Wirth, 2009).
The thermal expansion coefﬁcient γ leads to a reduced
gravity of g0
0 = −gγT0, where g is gravity. The prob-
lem considered here depends on 7 external parameters:
(α,f,g0
0,h,H,ν,κ), where the last two are the kinematic
viscosity and diffusivity, respectively. When dissipative ef-
fects are ignored the problem has a stationary solution with
a geostrophic balance between the force of gravity and the
Coriolis force leading to a geostrophic velocity of:
uG = 0, vG =
g0
0
f
sinα, wG = 0. (1)
The geostrophic speed vG is also called the Nof-speed (Nof,
1983). The “sinα” instead of the common “tanα” term ap-
pears as the rotation vector is perpendicular to the slope
rather than aligned with gravity. For the small angle (α = 1◦)
considered here the difference is negligible (see Fig. 1).
I will assume that the total depth of the ﬂuid is much larger
than H and has no dominant inﬂuence on the local turbu-
lent dynamics. Several non-dimensional parameters can be
formed which describe the dynamics of the problem. First
is the Froude number Fr = vG/
q
g0
0H =
p
g0/H/f(sinα)
comparing the geostrophic ﬂuid speed vG to the speed of
shallow water waves at the interface. The Froude number
was found to be an important parameter in gravity currents
and Killworth (2001) suggests that its value is always below
≈ 0.8, as gravity currents with larger Froude numbers are un-
stable and subject to turbulent ﬂuxes that reduce the Froude
number by entraining surrounding water. Please note that
Fr ∼
q
g0
0 and Fr ∼ H−1, so that entrainment, which de-
creases g0
0 and increases H, does decrease the Froude num-
ber efﬁciently. Another important parameter is the (gradient)
Richardson number Ri = g0
0h/v2
G giving the ratio between
the stabilising effect of stratiﬁcation to the destabilising ef-
fect of velocity shear. Please note that in my deﬁnition the
Froude number is based on the thickness of the gravity cur-
rent H and the Richardson number is based on the thick-
ness of the interface h. Flows with a local Richardson num-
ber Ri < 0.25 are usually found to be unstable and become
turbulent, whereas in ﬂows with Ri > 1 turbulence is sup-
pressed, please see Galperin et al. (2007) and Zilitinkevich
et al. (2008) for a review and a critical discussion of the sub-
ject. It is important to note that in this deﬁnition the Froude
number and the Richardson number are independent parame-
tersandtheratioh/H = Fr2Ri. Thefundamentaldifference
between the two is ignored in many research papers. When
the effects of viscosity and dissipation are neglected there
arethreeindependentdimensionlessparameters: (α,Fr,Ri).
The Rossby number, based on the geostrophic velocity and
the layer thickness, is a function of these three non dimen-
sional parameters, Ro = vG/(fH) = Fr2/sinα. The thus
constructed Rossby number is large (as α  1), indicating
that non-linearity is not dominated by rotation and that 3-D
turbulenceislikelytobeimportantintheproblemconsidered
here.
A horizontal length scale is given by the Rossby radius
L =
p
g0H/f = FrH/sinα which indicates the length scale
for which there is a resonance between rotation and wave
motion. In this work the mean motion is at inﬁnite hori-
zontal length scale and the dynamics studied at horizontal
length scales which are smaller or comparable to the thick-
ness H and thus much smaller than L. In the mathematical
model employed (see Sect. 3) and in its numerical imple-
mentation (see Sect. 4), all variability on larger horizontal
scales is suppressed by the periodicity Lx and Ly in the x
and y-direction, respectively. This is beneﬁcial to our goal of
exploring the small scale turbulent ﬂuxes. The Rossby radius
L is much larger than the domain size and the appearance of
mesoscale structures is thus artiﬁcially suppressed and L is
not an important parameter in our experiment. The meso-
scale dynamics is usually well represented in todays regional
high-resolution hydrostatic ocean models.
All other independent non-dimensional variables involve
dissipative variables, that is viscosity ν and/or diffusiv-
ity κ. They will in the following be called explicit
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viscosity/diffusivity as they appear explicitly in the govern-
ing equations and differ from the eddy viscosity/diffusivity
νeddy and κeddy which are due to the resolved small scale dy-
namics. Their ratio is called the Prandtl number Pr = ν/κ.
The Reynolds number based on the velocity shear across
the interface is Reh = vGh/ν. The thickness of the lam-
inar Ekman layer δ =
√
2ν/f leads to an Ekman number
Ek = (δ/(2H))2, which gives the ratio of viscous force to
the Coriolis force, in the case of a laminar boundary layer.
The Reynolds number based on the layer thickness is ReH =
HvG/ν and thus Ek = Ro/(4ReH). A Reynolds number
based on the laminar Ekman layer thickness is
Reδ =
vGδ
ν
=
g0sinα
p
f 3ν/2
, (2)
it compares the importance of the non-linear to the viscous
term in the Ekman layer.
At the bottom of the gravity current a turbulent planetary
boundary layer (PBL) forms. The dynamics of such PBLs
is well studied in the case of a constant-in-space-and-time
current above the PBL. The length scales of the turbulent
boundary layer depend on the friction velocity u∗ =
√
τ/ρ,
where τ is the average friction force per unit surface area
exerted by the ﬂuid on the boundary and ρ is the density
of the ﬂuid. The ratio of the friction velocity and the ﬂuid
velocity above the boundary layer is the square root of the
geostrophic drag coefﬁcient
√
cG = u∗/vG. The length scale
z0 is equal to the larger of the roughness of the ocean ﬂoor
and ν/u∗. The turbulent PBL is characterised by the surface
Rossby number,
Ro∗ =
vG
fz0
=
vGu∗
fν
=
√
cGv2
G
fν
=
r
cG
2
Reδ, (3)
which is related to the Reynolds number based on the Ekman
layer thickness. Please note that Ro∗ (u∗,cD) are a result of
the experiment and not an initial parameter.
The PBL can be decomposed into four layers (see Fig. 2).
The ﬁrst is the viscous sub-layer with a thickness of about
5z0 and a horizontal velocity that varies linearly with the
distance from the ﬂoor. In the buffer layer above, the dy-
namics transits to the turbulent log-layer which starts around
20z0. At a distance 0.1δ∗
Ek, with δ∗
Ek = u∗/f, rotation be-
comes important and a turbulent Ekman layer with an ex-
tension to about 0.5δ∗
Ek forms (see Ferrero et al., 2005 and
McWilliams, 2006, for a concise introduction). Above this
extends the quasi-geostrophic interior. The transport of mo-
mentum between the ocean ﬂoor and the viscous layer, as
well as within the viscous layer is done by molecular friction.
Above, turbulent transport takes over. The Ekman-layer in-
ﬂuences the quasi-geostrophic interior by vertical advective
transport (Ekman pumping), created through divergence of
the horizontal Ekman transport (see Wirth, 2009).
The above considerations apply to the turbulent stationary
PBL. Please note that in the problem considered here the dy-
namics above the PBL is oscillatory in time with a frequency
which is equal to the Coriolis parameter f, which is also the
adjustment time of the Ekman layer dynamics. In such con-
ﬁguration the PBL dynamics might be strongly altered.
Turbulent ﬂuxes at the interface include mixing, entrain-
ment and detrainment. They can be induced by: (i) local
instability of the interface due to a low Richardson num-
ber (Kelvin-Helmholtz instability), or (ii) hydraulic jumps
for Froude numbers exceeding unity, or (iii) by turbulence
from the bottom boundary layer reaching the interface. Tur-
bulent ﬂuxes due to (i) are symmetric about the interface
(in a Boussinesq ﬂuid) whereas (ii) and (iii) can lead to
asymmetric ﬂuxes such as entrainment. The relative impor-
tance of (ii) versus (iii) can be expressed by: 0.5δ∗
Ek/Hcrit =
0.5
√
cG/sinα (with Hcrit = v2
G/g0
0). This leads to critical an-
gles αcrit = arcsin(
√
cG/2) which lies between one and two
degrees, slopes typical for oceanic gravity currents.
The problem considered here depends on ﬁve independent
dimensionless parameters: (α,Ri,Fr,Pr,Reδ).
3 A hierarchy of mathematical models
The above introduced physical problem is studied with a hi-
erarchy of mathematical models of three, one and zero di-
mensions.
3.1 Geometry of the initial conﬁguration
The Cartesian coordinate system is chosen such that the in-
clinedplaneisgivenbyz = 0. Thisimpliesthatthex-y-plane
is not normal to gravity. Normal to the x −y-plane is the z-
direction, it forms a (small) angle α to the direction of gravity
(see Fig. 1).
The gravity current is initially at rest:
u(x,y,z,t = 0) = v(x,y,z,t = 0) = (4)
w(x,y,z,t = 0) = 0.
The initial temperature anomaly, with respect to the sur-
rounding water, of the gravity current is given by:
T(x,y,z,t = 0) = T0(tanh((z−H)/h)−1)/2. (5)
The gravity current is assumed to be periodic in the x- and y-
directions with a periodicity Lx and Ly, respectively. Such
a geometry allows a rigorous deﬁnition of averages in the
x-y-plane and facilitates its numerical implementation.
3.2 The three dimensional model
The dynamics of and incompressible ﬂuid is described by
the three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations subject to the
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Fig. 12. Sketch of the composition (sub-layers) of the turbulent planetary boundary layer. The thick horizontal line is the ocean ﬂoor, the
distance from the ocean ﬂoor is given by the Z-coordinate. The extension of the different sublayers are given in the middle column the
extension of the layers in terms of the physical parameters is given in the left column. The important processes in the intra and interaction of
layers is given in the right column.
Fig. 2. Sketch of the composition (sub-layers) of the turbulent planetary boundary layer. The thick horizontal line is the ocean ﬂoor; the
distance from the ocean ﬂoor is given by the Z-coordinate. The extension of the different sublayers are given in the middle column; the
extension of the layers in terms of the physical parameters is given in the left column. The important processes in the intra and interaction of
layers is given in the right column.
Boussinesq approximation
∂tu+ u∂xu+v∂yu+w∂zu−fv + 1
ρ0∂xP =
−αsT +ν∇2u (6)
∂tv+ u∂xv +v∂yv +w∂zv +fu+ 1
ρ0∂yP =
ν∇2v (7)
∂tw+ u∂xw+v∂yw+w∂zw+ 1
ρ0∂zP =
−αcT +ν∇2w (8)
∂xu+∂yv +∂zw = 0 (9)
where u, v and w are the velocity components in the x, y and
z-directions, respectively. P is the pressure, ν the explicit
viscosity, g gravity, and ∇2 = ∂xx +∂yy +∂zz is the Laplace
operator. The boundary conditions are free slip at the upper
surface
∂zu(z = D) = ∂zv(z = D) = w(z = D) = 0 (10)
and no-slip at the lower boundary:
u(z = D) = v(z = D) = w(z = D) = 0. (11)
The equation of a scalar transported by a ﬂuid is
∂tT+ u∂xT +v∂yT +w∂zT = κ∇2T (12)
where T is temperature, κ is the explicit diffusivity of tem-
perature. The boundary conditions for the temperature are
no-ﬂux at the lower and upper boundary:
∂zT(z = D) = ∂zT(z = 0) = 0. (13)
The boundary condition for all variables are periodic in x
and y with the period Lx and Ly, respectively. The linear
equation of state:
g0 = gγT (14)
allows to obtain the density anomaly from temperature us-
ing a constant thermal expansion coefﬁcient γ. We further
denote αc = gγ cosα and αs = gγ sinα
3.3 The one dimensional model
The problem is statistically homogeneous in the x and y di-
rections, which allows to replace ensemble averages by aver-
ages in the x-y-plane. This leads to averaged quantities that
depend only on the z-direction.
We introduce the averages in the x-y-plane:
h.i =
1
LxLy
Z
Lx
Z
Ly
. dxdy. (15)
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When the Navier-Stokes equations are averaged over the x-
y-plane they read:
∂thui −fhvi+αchTi = ∂z(−hwui+ν∂zhui) (16)
∂thvi +fhui = ∂z(−hwvi+ν∂zhvi) (17)
∂thTi = ∂z(−hwTi+κ∂zhTi). (18)
Where all averages depend only on time and the z-
coordinate.
The basis of our investigations are Eqs. (16), (17) and (18).
When the turbulent ﬂuxes vanish, the model is linear. Wang
et al., 2003 give an analytic solution of a two layer linear
model when diffusion is neglected. Such a solution shows
a persistent interfacial Ekman layer which is not a realis-
tic feature, as can be veriﬁed in my numerical solutions of
the 3-D model below and as it is discussed in Wirth (2011).
The broadening of the interfacial dynamics is a key feature of
gravity currents already noted by Ellison and Turner (1959).
As I am not aware an analytical solution of this linear model
with the initial and boundary conditions used here and a non-
vanishing diffusivity, it is solved numerically. The numerical
solution is close and converges towards a motion which is
the sum of the geostrophic motion and inertial oscillation,
the analytical solution for this motion is given in appendix
A. An interesting feature is, that the inertial oscillation does
not posses an Ekman spiral and no veering of the velocity
vector at the bottom. This means that the friction force is
always directed against the direction of motion. The non-
oscillating part clearly shows a veering of the Ekman spiral
at the bottom.
Although the one-dimensional model seems simpler than
the full three-dimensional model, it suffers from the fact that
it is not closed, that is, there are more unknowns than equa-
tions. This problem arises from the fact, that in general:
habi 6= haihbi. (19)
Finding a closure for the above equations means expressing
the vertical turbulent ﬂuxes (hwui, hwvi and hwTi) in terms
of the calculated quantities (hui, hvi and hTi). The most
popular closure is introducing a eddy viscosity/diffusivity, a
so called K-closure. This idea, which goes back to Prandtl
(1925). In principal, the eddy viscosity is a fourth order ten-
sor (∂tui +... = ∂lνiklj∂kuj see Wirth et al., 1995), when av-
eraged over the x-y-plane it reduces to a second order ten-
sor. Please see Wirth 2010 for a discussion on anisotropic
viscosity and its effects on the Ekman dynamics. The eddy-
viscosity closure in its anisotropic form is:
−hwui+ν∂zhui = νu
E(z)∂zhui+νuv
E (z)∂zhvi (20)
−hwvi+ν∂zhvi = νuv
E (z)∂zhui+νv
E(z)∂zhvi (21)
−hwTi+κ∂zhTi = κE(z)∂zhTi. (22)
If the eddy coefﬁcients (νu
E,νv
E,νuv
E ,κE), can be related to the
7 external parameters (see Sect. 2) and the variables averaged
in the x-y-plane (hui,hvi,hTi) the parameterisation problem
is solved. As the small scale ﬂow is very anisotropic, of-
ten formed by a roll structure approximately elongated in
the ﬂow direction, we can not expect νu
E(z) = νv
E(z) and
νuv
E (z) = 0. This also means, that we can not determine
the actual eddy-viscosity tensor from only observing aver-
age quantities as we have three unknowns in the only two
momentum equations.
Variants of the 1-D model and the 0-D model in the next
section are already discussed in Arneborg et al. (2007).
3.4 The zero dimensional model
The Eqs. (16), (17) and (18) can be averaged over the thick-
ness of the gravity current H, these equations contain two
difﬁculties. The ﬁrst is that the thickness of the gravity cur-
rent itself is subject to change due to entrainment, detrain-
ment and mixing. The second are the turbulent ﬂuxes at
the interface, which appear in these equations. It is less in-
volved to consider averages over the whole depth D of the
ﬂuid. This means integrating Eqs. (16), (17) and (18) over
the whole depth D (see Fig. 1). The average along the z-
direction is denoted by ¯ . =
R D
0 . dz/D. The double average
¯ h.i is an integral over the volume of the whole ﬂuid, gravity
current plus ﬂuid above. The depth average of Eqs. (16), (17)
and (18) becomes:
∂t ¯ hui−f ¯ hvi +αs ¯ hTi = −ν∂zu(0)/D (23)
∂t ¯ hvi+f ¯ hui = −ν∂zv(0)/D (24)
∂t ¯ hTi = 0. (25)
Equation (25) expresses the conservation of heat. The vol-
ume averaged velocity vector depend only on time, it is a
zero-(space)-dimensional problem. The problem lies in the
determination of the velocity gradients at the bottom, which
is written on the right hand side of Eqs. (23) and (24). The
gradients for the 1-D and 3-D model can be seen in Fig. 5,
which shows the velocity 0.5m above the ground.
When the bottom friction is neglected, that is the right
hand sides of Eqs. (23) and (24) are zero, the solutions are
given by
¯ hui = Asinft +Bcosft (26)
¯ hvi = Acosft −Bsinft +
αs ¯ hTi
f
(27)
where the constants A and B are determined by the ini-
tial conditions, the motion is a geostrophically equilibrated
constant velocity (g0/f) in the y direction which is super-
posed by inertial oscillations of amplitude
√
A2 +B2 and
frequency f. The dynamics of such a gravity current, which
is initially at rest (A = −αs ¯ hTi/f, B = 0) is shown in Fig. 3.
It is already presented in Nof (1996).
The bottom friction term can be parameterised by ei-
ther a constant friction force (Fx,Fy), a linear friction law
(Rayleigh friction) r(u,v) where r is a friction time or by a
quadratic drag law (turbulent friction) cG/H
√
u2 +v2(u,v)
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Fig. 3. Lagrangian trajectory of a particle described by Eqs. (28, 29)
with Rayleigh friction values of: r/f= 0 (full line), 0.05 (dotted) , 0.1
(dashed) and 0.2 (dashed-dotted) (x-direction upward, y-direction
to the left).
where cG is a drag coefﬁcient (Wirth and Verron, 2008).
Clearly a constant friction force, not depending on velocity,
isnotcommon, butitsuseismotivatedbyresultspresentedin
Sect. 5. For the constant and linear friction case an analytical
solution exists:
¯ hui = Aexp(−rt)sin(ft)+Bexp(−rt)cos(ft)
−
rαs ¯ hTi+rFx +fFy
f 2 +r2 (28)
¯ hvi = Aexp(−rt)cos(ft)−Bexp(−rt)sin(ft)
+
fαs ¯ hTi−fFx +rFy
f 2 +r2 . (29)
An important point is that the average transport has a down-
slope component, when friction opposes motion. It is r/f-
times the long-slope transport when the friction is linear. The
dynamics for (−A = αs ¯ hTi = f = 1,B = Fx = Fy = 0 all
non-dimensional) and different values of r/f are shown in
Fig. 3. The downslope movement releases potential energy
which transforms into kinetic energy and is drained by fric-
tion and dissipation. Friction also damps the amplitude of
the inertial oscillations. Fig. 3 shows that for values of r/f
exceeding ten percent the inertial oscillations are efﬁciently
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Fig. 4. Left ﬁgure shows E3 which is highly intermittent in time.
Right ﬁgure gives the kurtosis k4 with values that show an intermit-
tence in space.
damped after only one inertial period. These models and
solutions including a frictional process are, however, more
mathematical curiosities and their physical meaning is ques-
tionable, as the velocity gradient at the boundary is unlikely
to be linearly or quadratically related to the average veloc-
ity in the domain. Both representations of the friction also
do not take into account the veering, turning, of the velocity
vector in the PBL which leads to a friction force that is not
aligned with the average velocity. Such friction terms added
in Eqs. (23) and (24) will, if linear r⊥(−v,u), only change
the the Coriolis parameter ˜ f = f +r⊥, as it is acting perpen-
dicular to the average velocity like the Coriolis force. The
veering and friction exerted by the ﬂoor is further considered
in subsection 5.3. If we had a relation that connects volume
averages of the velocities to the gradients at the ocean ﬂoor,
the problem of ﬁnding a parametrisation would be solved.
It is unlikely that such a relation can be found, there is not
enough information included in the 0-D variables. Indeed,
the equations do not even contain the thickness of the gravity
current and its temporal evolution.
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Fig. 5. Time evolution u-component (black) and v-component (red)
at 0.5m (solid) and 25m (dashed) above ground for the 1-D (linear)
model (thin lines) and the averages of the 3-D (turbulent) model
(thick lines). For better comparison the velocities at 0.5m are mul-
tiplied by a factor 20. (the thickness of the laminar Ekman layer is
10m).
4 The 3-D numerical experiment and discussion of DNS
approach
Strongly anisotropic grids are justiﬁed when only the large
scale dynamics of oceanic gravity currents is considered
explicitely as, at such scales, the dynamics is clearly
anisotropic. At small scales, however, the turbulent struc-
tures are almost isotropic, a fact that has to be reﬂected
in the numerical grid employed, which is 1x = 1y = 1m
and 1z = 0.5m. The domain spans 256m in the x- and y-
direction and 223.5m in the z−direction. The time step is
1s. The viscosity is isotropic ν = 5 × 10−3 m2 s−1 and the
Prandtl number is unity, that is diffusivity equals viscosity
κ = ν. I checked that these values are sufﬁcient to avoid a
pile up of small scale energy caused by an insufﬁcient vis-
cous dissipation range, leading to a thermalized dynamics at
small scales as explained by Frisch et al., 2008.
The viscosity and diffusivity employed is more than three
orders of magnitude larger than the molecular values of sea
water, asthenumericalgridresolutionistoocoarsetoresolve
the dynamics down to the dissipation scale (millimetre). Us-
ing large eddy simulation (LES) rather than the direct numer-
ical simulation (DNS) employed here is clearly an option. In
LEScalculations, however, aturbulencemodelhastobeused
in the interior and a wall model at the boundary, somehow
imposing the dynamics I like to study here, making the use
of LES calculations controversial. A DNS that resolves the
larger eddies, parameterising the effects of smaller eddies by
constant eddy coefﬁcients, as done here, might well be the
best LES. Please see also Coleman and Ferziger, 1990 and
Dimotakis, 2000 for a discussion of this point. The coherent
structures (rolls and streaks) in the boundary layer studied
here, have a typical size of tens of meters so that their vis-
cous decay time tν = l2/ν is on the order of ten hours, a little
smaller than the inertial period, the dominant time scale in
Table 1. Parameters of numerical experiment.
α T0 f ν = κ H h
1◦ 0.5K 1.0 × 10−4 s−1 5 × 10−3 m2 s−1 100m 20m
Table 2. Non-dimensional parameters in experiments.
α Fr Ri ReH Reh Reδ Ek
1◦ 0.547 0.669 3420 648 340 2.5 × 10−3
the system. This shows, that the calculations are at the bor-
der of completely resolving these energy containing scales
and the here presented results on the dynamics of the coher-
entenergycontainingstructurescanbeextrapolatedtohigher
Reynolds number ﬂow. But, also note that the ﬂow has not
passed the mixing transition to a turbulent ﬂow with an in-
ertial range (see Dimotakis, 2000) as the Reynolds numbers
are below 104 (see Table 2), which means that the route to
dissipation of momentum and density gradients can not be
extrapolated to higher Reynolds number ﬂows. But I person-
ally have doubts that this can be achieved by today’s LES.
It is found in laboratory experiments and numerical sim-
ulations of the turbulent wall layer that elongated coherent
structures, streaks, are separated by around 100-times the in-
ner scale z0 of the boundary layer (see e.g. Robinson, 1991).
The used domain size is only a little over twice this separa-
tion scale. Numerical experiments of larger domains with the
same resolution, or ﬁner resolution runs of the same domain,
over a sufﬁciently long period (several inertial periods) are
not attainable with my actual computer resources. A simu-
lation of a complete gravity current measuring several tenths
of kilometres in both horizontal directions is far beyond our
actual and foreseeable future computer resources.
The parameter values of the experiment performed are
given in Table 1. The deﬁnitions are given in Sect. 2.
These parameters lead to a reduced gravity of g0
0 =
9.81×10−4 ms−2 and a geostrophic velocity of vG = 1.71×
10−1 ms−1. The laminar Ekmanlayer thickness isδEk = 10m
and the Reynolds number based on the Ekman layer thick-
ness is Reδ = 340. The experiment starts from rest (u =
v = w = 0 at t = 0) a small amplitude (.1T0) white noise is
added to the initial temperature anomaly. Snapshots of of all
dynamical variables are printed every 5min. The total inte-
gration time is tmax = 600 × 5min= 50h, which is almost 3
inertial periods (tinertial = 17.45h).
The non-dimensional parameters are given in Table 2.
If we assume a geostrophic drag coefﬁcient of cG = 10−3
the friction velocity is u∗ ≈ 5.10−3 ms−1 leading to a z0 =
1m.
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The numerical model used is HAROMOD (Wirth, 2004).
HAROMOD is a pseudo spectral code, based on Fourier
series in all the spatial dimensions, that solves the Navier-
Stokes equations subject to the Boussinesq approximation,
a no-slip boundary condition on the ﬂoor and a free-slip
boundary condition at the rigid surface. The boundary condi-
tions in the z-direction are imposed using a method based on
the vertical boundary technique (Wirth, 2004). The boundary
conditions in the x- and y- directions are periodic. The time
stepping is a third-order low-storage Runge-Kutta scheme.
Please note that the large scale dynamics and the small
scale turbulent dynamics have a large scale separation in
space and time, which asks for substantial computer power
in the direct numerical simulations.
5 Results
We have introduced a zero-dimensional, a one-dimensional
and a three-dimensional mathematical model in Sect. 3. Al-
though the zero-dimensional and the one-dimensional model
seem simpler than the full three-dimensional model they suf-
fer from the fact that they are not closed, that is, they con-
tain more unknowns than equations. The three-dimensional
model presents a closed system and its results, when aver-
aged over two or three dimensions and compared to the one-
dimensional and the zero-dimensional model, can be used to
evaluate the closures.
The zero dimensional model allows for an analytical solu-
tionifweassumethatthebottomfrictionislinear. Ananalyt-
ical solution that is close to the 1-D model is presented. For
the one and three dimensional models, solutions are obtain
numerically.
5.1 Qualitative description of 3-D results
In Fig. 6 the averages in the x-y-plane of the x- and y-
component of the velocity vector are shown. They clearly
show the inertial oscillations, as discussed in detail in
Sect. 3.4. They also give a ﬁrst impression of the Ekman
dynamics near the bottom boundary. Note, for example, that
near the ocean ﬂoor the velocity is always down-slope, al-
though above it changes sign periodically.
In Fig. 7 isosurfaces of the z-components of the velocity
are shown. In a laminar gravity current dynamics this veloc-
ity component vanishes. They clearly show different non-
linear regimes characterised by laminar ﬂow (not shown),
followed by an instability leading to the well known roll
structures in the Ekman layer (Fig. 7 left), which become
unstable to a secondary instability with an about four times
smaller wave length, Fig. 7 middle (see e.g. Dubos et al.,
2008). Further instabilities lead to a turbulent boundary layer
with bursts and streaks, (Fig. 7 right).
Table 3. Parameters of Eqs. (30) and (31) that best ﬁt the numerical
data.
r (×10−6 s−1) A (×10−3 ms−1) B (×10−3 ms−1)
2.1 71 −4
5.2 Volume averages (zero dimensional results)
The variation of the volume integrated temperature anomaly
during the total length of the experiment is less than 10−4
times the initial value conﬁrming the accuracy of the numeri-
caladvectionschemeandtheimmersedboundaryconditions.
The time evolution of the volume averaged velocity compo-
nents ¯ hui and ¯ hvi are shown in Fig. 8. Their evolution is ﬁtted
by (see Eqs. (28, 28):
¯ hui = Aexp(−rt)sin(ft)+B(1−exp(−rt)cos(ft)) (30)
¯ hvi = −A(1−exp(−rt)cos(ft))+Bexp(−rt)sin(ft). (31)
The parameters that best ﬁt the data from the simulations
are shown in Table 3 and a comparison is found in Fig. 8.
If friction were linear (Rayleigh friction) we would obtain
B = −r/fA ≈ −1.5 × 10−3 ms−1, a result which is signif-
icantly different from value obtained by the best ﬁt. This
demonstrates that a simple linear Rayleigh friction based on
the volume averaged velocity does not represent a good clo-
sure for the momentum ﬂux at the bottom. Figure 8 also
shows, that the frequency of the oscillation is indistinguish-
able from the Coriolis frequency f, demonstrating that there
is no signiﬁcant Ekman veering (r⊥) associated to the oscil-
lations. This is conﬁrmed in Fig. 5, where the veering related
to the mean motion but not to the inertial oscillations is de-
picted, and that the oscillations at different hight above the
ﬂoor are in phase. See subsection 5.3 and appendix A for
further explication concerning the absence of a veering for
the inertial oscillations. This result, that the nature of the
friction depends on the time-scale of the motion, leads to a
friction which is non-local in time for a 0-D model.
We continue by considering the volume averages of the ki-
netic and potential energy. The qualitative behaviour of the
energy cycle in this experiment is clear: Potential energy is
converted by the down-slope movement of gravity current
water to kinetic energy, which is then irreversibly drained by
diffusion and friction. This conversion is however far from
being direct. As the gravity current water that is initially at
rest slides down the incline, potential energy is converted to
kinetic energy, the Coriolis force deviates the ﬂow leading to
inertial oscillations. The result is a periodic transfer between
potential energy and kinetic energy. In the absence of dis-
sipative effects the gravity current performs inertial oscilla-
tions converting potential to kinetic energy and back. These
processes act at large scales, which are inﬁnite in the x-y-
directions, due to the periodic boundary conditions, and span
the thickness of the gravity current in the vertical. Diffusion
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Fig. 6. Inertial oscillations dominate the up-slope velocity hui (left) and cross-slope velocity hvi (right) in ms−1. The interface is at
z = 100m.
and friction, however, only act at the smallest scales. There is
an inﬁnite separation of scales in the horizontal, but not in the
vertical direction. It is the vertical dynamics that allows for
an energy cascade to the viscous/diffusive scales. The same
conceptual picture might well apply to the ocean dynamics
in general. The increase of potential energy due to diffusion
in the vertical is negligible in the present experiment, that is,
the mixing efﬁciency, which is the ration of energy used by
diffusion to the energy injected, is close to zero.
The main quantities are the mean kinetic energies for unit
mass
E1 =
ρ0V0
2
¯ hu2i, E2 =
ρ0V0
2
¯ hv2i and E3 =
ρ0V0
2
¯ hw2i (32)
where V0 = 1m3. The evolution of the potential energy due
to the down-slope movement of the dense ﬂuid is given by:
Ep = ρ0V0αs
t Z
0
¯ hug0idt0. (33)
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Fig. 7. Isosurfaces of velocity component w at ti = 12h (left; w = ±10−4 ms−1) 18h (middle; w = ±10−3 ms−1) 20h (right; w =
±10−3 ms−1). Red color is upward and blue color downward. The Ekman rolls (left) become unstable (middle) leading to turbulence
(right). The domaine spans 256m in the x and y-direction and 223.5m in the z-direction.
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Fig. 8. Time evolution of the averaged u-component (full black
line) and v-component (dashed black line) and the corresponding
best ﬁts (red) using Eqs. (30) and (31) and the parameter values
given in Table 3
The time evolution of these three major energetic quantities
and their sum is shown in Fig. 9. Molecular and turbulent
diffusion and friction change the energy budget and have an
overall effect of draining energy from the system.
An other important point is the strong intermittency in
time of the turbulent ﬂuxes, which is clearly visible when
considering the volume average of the vertical kinetic en-
ergy, shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the turbulent activity
is strongest, when the mean velocity is small, showing that
there is no connection between the average velocity (shear)
and turbulent activity on (short) the inertial time scale. The
kurtosis k4 = ¯ hw4i/ ¯ hw2i2 is around 5, larger than 3 (the
value for a Gaussian distribution) which shows that the pro-
cess is also intermittent in space.
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5.3 Averages parallel to the ﬂoor (one dimensional
results)
The previous subsection the governing equations for the vol-
ume averages were not closed as the space averaged friction
force exerted by the bottom was missing. In this subsection
I consider the results averaged in the x-y-plane as introduced
in subsection 3.3, all this averages are then functions of the z-
coordinate and time, only. The space averaged friction force
exerted by the bottom can easily be determined by look-
ing at the velocity averaged in the x-y-plane near the ﬂoor
(u(1z),v(1z)) a small distance 1z (one grid point) above
the ﬂoor, as the shear in the viscous sub-layer is given by:
τx =
νhu(1z)i
1z
(34)
τy =
νhv(1z)i
1z
. (35)
The velocities averaged in the x-y-plane at 1z = 0.5m and
25m above ground are shown in Fig. 5. A striking feature is
that the oscillations near the ocean ﬂoor are highly reduced
as compared to the geostrophic ﬂow above. Near the bottom
the water always ﬂows down-ward, whereas the geostrophic
part oscillates up and down. The instantaneous friction force
exerted by the ocean ﬂoor is more related to the time average
than to the instantaneous value of the geostrophic ﬂow. In
this mean sense, averaged over an inertial period, the direc-
tion of the friction force exerted by the ﬂoor is close to the
225◦ to the geostrophic ﬂow as predicted by laminar Ekman
layer theory (see Fig. 8).
Indeed, thefrictionforceisalmostconstantwithadecreas-
ing inertial oscillation superposed of amplitude smaller than
a quarter of the total friction force, whereas the velocities
above are dominated by the inertial oscillations. For this rea-
son the constant friction terms were introduced in Eqs. (28)
and (29). An analytical solution for a stationary ﬂow with
an Ekman spiral, superposed by an inertial oscillation with-
out Ekman dynamics is given in appendix A. This solution
is very close to the problem discussed here. The frictional
behaviour of the 3-D model is well reproduced by the 1-D
model as can be veriﬁed in Fig. 5.
The averages in the x-y-plane of the x- and y-component
of the velocity vector were already shown in Fig. 6. Our fo-
cus in this section will be on the turbulent ﬂuxes so I start
by considering the square of the z-component of the veloc-
ity vector (its average vanishes due to incompressibility). In
Fig. 10 high values of hw2i in buffer layer with a positive
skewness s3 = hw3i/hw2i3/2 (skewness not shown) due to
the dominance of strong upward ejections, called bursts, are
observed. About two hours later a strong turbulent activity is
observed at the interface, suggesting a propagation of turbu-
lent activity from the bottom boundary layer to the interface.
The skewness at the interface, however, has no deﬁnite sign.
This indicates, that the turbulence is symmetric about the in-
terface and that asymmetric transport processes across the
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Fig. 9. Time evolution of E1 (dotted line), E2 (dashed line), poten-
tial energy change Ep (dashed dotted line) and the sum of the three
(full line)
interface, such as entrainment, are excluded. Entrainment is
usually observed in gravity currents, when the Froude num-
ber exceeds unity, here it is below (see Table 2).
Next, I consider the vertical advective transport of temper-
ature (not shown). The values are mostly negative, indication
that cold water is stirred upward. Near the interface (z =
200 × 0.5m) at around t = 220 × 5min large negative val-
ues are followed by positive values of similar magnitude. A
closer inspection (not shown) reveals, that this is due to an
increasing wave amplitude on the interface followed by a
decline. This represents a stirring of water that is not fol-
lowed by an irreversible mixing but by an “unstirring”. In
the present simulation this is most likely due to a ﬂow that
has not passed the mixing transition, as the Reynolds num-
ber is below 104.
The diffusivity in the z-direction is given by:
κeddy = −
hwTi
h∂zTi
. (36)
At the interface the large gradient leads to a small eddy dif-
fusivity. This is somehow artiﬁcial, because when vertical
stirring and mixing is considered we are more interested in
the increase of potential energy (proportional to hwTi) rather
than mixing coefﬁcients. Large values of the eddy viscosity
due to small gradients, that is in almost homogeneous areas
indicate a large mixing potential in areas where there is noth-
ing to mix.
Theotherimportantquantitytransportedbythesmallscale
turbulent ﬂuxes is momentum. This transport is commonly
modelled by an eddy viscosity. In its most general form the
eddy viscosity is a fourth order tensor as explained in sub-
section 3.3. I start by considering its absolute value:
˜ νeddy =
s
hwui2 +hwvi2
h∂zui2 +h∂zvi2. (37)
It is considerable only in areas where the z-gradient of the
x- and y-component of the velocity are small (not shown).
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Fig. 10. Second hw2i moment of the vertical velocity (m2 s−2).
All the criticism on the eddy diffusivity can be applied to
the eddy viscosity. For the eddy viscosity we can, further-
more, consider the question about its isotropy, that is, if the
transported momentum is aligned with the mean shear. A hy-
pothesis is at the basis of the concept of eddy viscosity (see
Wirth, 2010, for a detailed discussion). This question which
is best considered by looking at
c =
hwuih∂zui+hwvih∂zvi
p
(h∂zui2 +h∂zvi2)(hwui2 +hwvi2)
, (38)
which gives the cosine between the two vectors. Fig. 11 re-
veals, that there are large areas where this hypothesis is not
met.
At the end of this subsection the appearance of Ekman lay-
ers at the ﬂoor and also at the interface is investigated. This
problem is best considered by looking at the quantity
h
u×∂zu
u2 i, (39)
which measures the veering or turning of the velocity vector
averaged in the x-y-plane. The growth of the Ekman dynam-
ics at the ocean ﬂoor is clearly visible in Fig. 12, with neg-
ative values indicating the clock-wise turning of the velocity
vector with the distance from the ocean ﬂoor. A conspicuous
feature is the absence of an Ekman dynamics at the interface.
When the viscous and diffusive effects are equal, the shear
layer and the temperature gradient broaden at the same rate,
and a geostrophic equilibrium is assured throughout the in-
terface, leading to an absence of Ekman dynamics. This is
discussed in detail in Wirth (2011). An interfacial Ekman
layer has been observed by Umlauf and Arneborg (2009a,b)
in a continuously forced gravity current in a canyon at one
current section. This broadening reduces the shear at the in-
terface. The magnitude of the velocity gradient at the inter-
face is at least ﬁve fold smaller than the one at the bottom.
This shows, that in the present regime friction is mostly due
to the bottom friction.
6 Discussion and Conclusions
The spatial resolution of our model is around a thousand
times coarser than the dissipation scale in the ocean. The ex-
plicit viscosity/diffusivity has to be increased by roughly the
same factor as compared to the molecular values. In the pre-
sented calculations the turbulent ﬂuxes are therefore largely
dominated by those due to viscosity and diffusivity. The low
Reynolds number implies that the mixing parameters and co-
herent structures identiﬁed in this study cannot easily be gen-
eralizedtohigh-Reynoldsnumberﬂows. This, however, does
not prevent us from studying the turbulent regimes and ﬂuxes
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Fig. 11. Cosine c of the angle between the shear in the z-direction of the velocity vector in the x-y-plane and the ﬂux in the z-direction of the
momentum in the x-y-plane (as deﬁned in Eq. (38)).
themselves, mostly due to the larger eddies, which are well
resolved and not directly affected by the viscous damping.
Indeed, instabilities of the PBL leading to the roll structures
are commonly observed in the atmosphere and ocean, and
they are at scales which are well resolved in the calculations
presented here. The present work is a ﬁrst step towards re-
solving the turbulent ﬂuxes by explicitly resolving the larger
eddies responsible for them. Simulations where the resolved
scalesareﬁneenoughsothattheexplicitviscosity/diffusivity
is smaller than the resolved turbulent ﬂuxes are a challenge
for future calculations. Turbulent ﬂuxes of higher Reynolds
number gravity currents can be estimated in dedicated lab-
oratory experiments as done by Cenedese et al., 2010 and
Wells et al., 2010.
Inertial oscillations occur whenever a gravity current ad-
justs to the topographic slope. I showed that the nature of
the bottom friction is of a different nature for the geostrophic
mean ﬂow and the inertial oscillations. I demonstrated, that
inertial oscillations have a determining inﬂuence on the tur-
bulent ﬂuxes, suggesting that parameterisations based on sta-
tionary ﬂows might only capture part of the truth. The tur-
bulence induced by inertial oscillations go through three dif-
ferent stages: laminar, roll structures and turbulence with up-
ward bursts and streaks. The turbulent activity is maximal at
the end of an inertial oscillation, when the average velocity
is smallest. It is only during this stage that signiﬁcant tur-
bulent ﬂuxes are observed. The data is used to demonstrate
the anisotropy of the eddy viscosity tensor (see Wirth et al.,
1995 and Wirth, 2010) and the absence of an interfacial Ek-
man layer (Wirth, 2011). I furthermore show that when an at-
tempt is made to parameterise the bottom friction in a model
which does not resolve the bottom boundary layer the fric-
tion law depends on the time scale of the dynamics and is
thus non-local in time. This shows the necessity of resolving
the Ekman dynamics in ocean models, as already pointed out
in Laanaia et al., 2010. When the vertical resolution at the
bottom is ﬁne enough the problem reduces to determining
the anisotropic eddy viscosity tensor. Today’s parameterisa-
tions which do not account for coherent structures and thus
the anisotropy in the turbulent transport, can only be a ﬁrst
step towards solving the problem.
A deeper understanding and a better representation of bot-
tom friction is key to the understanding and modelling of the
ocean dynamics, not only when gravity currents are consid-
ered. The bottom friction also acts non-locally on the interior
ocean dynamics through the Ekman pumping induced by the
divergence in the horizontal Ekman transport. The surface
stress of the winds transmitted through Ekman pumping to
the interior ocean drives the ocean dynamics. The bottom
stress transmitted through Ekman pumping to the interior
ocean drains it (see Wirth, 2010, HDR).
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Fig. 12. The quantity shown is given in Eq. (39) and measures the horizontally averaged veering of the velocity vector. The periodic build
up of an Ekman spiral is clearly observed in the bottom Ekman layer as is the absence of an inter-facial Ekman layer.
Appendix A
An analytical solution in 1-D
The dynamics explored in this publication is close to a lin-
ear motion that can be seen as a sum of a stationary motion,
with a classical Ekman spiral, and inertial oscillations, with-
out Ekman dynamics. I did not ﬁnd this solutions anywhere
else in the literature, but I am sure that they have been pre-
viously published somewhere as the subject is important and
the solution not very difﬁcult to ﬁnd.
The governing equations with a constant viscosity (no tur-
bulent ﬂuxes) are
∂tu−f (v −vG) = ν∂zzu (A1)
∂tv +f u = ν∂zzv (A2)
where the constant velocity vG is given in Eq. (1). We write
u(z,t) = uEk(z)+I(z,t)cos(−ft) and v(z,t) = vEk(z)+
I(z,t)sin(−ft) with the Ekman part equal to
uEk = vG exp(−z/δ)sin(−z/δ) (A3)
vEk = vG(1− exp(−z/δ))cos(−z/δ) (A4)
Equation (A2) then becomes the heat equation for the ampli-
tude of the inertial oscillations.
∂tI(z,t) = ν∂zzI(z,t) (A5)
(A6)
with the boundary condition I(0,t) = 0 and
limz→∞I(z,t) = vG. The solution is:
I(z,t) =
vG √
4πνt
∞ Z
0
( exp

−(z−˜ z)2
4νt

− exp

−(z+˜ z)2
4νt

)d˜ z. (A7)
Contrary to the Ekman dynamics, there is no veering of the
velocity vector and no stopping of the growth of the bound-
ary layer thickness. The solution teaches us that the two mo-
tions are at extremes when Ekman dynamics is concerned;
the stationary solution shows the classical Ekman dynamics,
whereas Ekman dynamics is completely absent in the inertial
oscillations.
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